Saving Africa’s Congo
Basin Rainforests,
People and Biodiversity
An Interactive Forum on Civil Society led forest and
wildlife monitoring and law enforcement Actions,
Learning and Priorities for the Struggle Ahead

Tropical Forests are the Lungs of the Planet

What do we want?

• In the past week at COP26 we have heard some real
commitments on halting deforestation.
• We also know that it will be Civil Society
Organisations (CSOs) and local communities who will
play a key role in holding governments and the
international community to account to ensure they
deliver on these commitments.
• This is why we in CIDT are calling for more support
towards the oversight role played by CSOs and local
communities.

Our work in Forest Governance
• Work in Forestry Governance
began in 2007 when the need
for Capacity Development
was really recognised by the
DFID funded Illegal Logging
Programme.
• Short, 4 and 6 week, courses
on Improving Forestry
Governance at CIDT 2011 2016.
• Forest Forums across S.E.
Asia and the Congo Region.

Partnerships: EU, DFID/FCDO and Civil Society Organisations in the Congo
• Strengthening African Forest
Governance project (2011-15)
• Championing Forest People’s
Rights and Participation (201416)
• The Citizen Voices for Change
(CV4C) project (2016-20)
• Strengthening Forest and
Wildlife Monitoring and Law
Enforcement in the Congo Basin
(2018-22).
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CIDT’S Role and achievements
IFM provides objective information about the forest sector and
this information is vital to combating illegal forest degradation
and deforestation
• Improved national and regional technical expertise
• Standardised approaches, tools, methodologies and
frameworks e.g. SNOIE in Cameroon and Republic of Congo
• Strengthened IFM networks - prompted increased government
enforcement in the forest sector e.g. PAOI, RENOI-DRC
• Investigative techniques and analysis
• Adaptation from forest sector to wildlife, REDD+, Indigenous
peoples rights etc
• Increased support & complementing law enforcement e.g.
CIEDD in CAR; Brainforest in Gabon

RICHARD NYIRENDA

Overview of IFM in the FAO-EU FLEGT Programme
Since 2014
140 IFM reports made public in 8 countries
Country-level initiatives
• Cameroon; Côte d’Ivoire; Central African Republic;
Democratic Republic of the Congo; Ghana
Examples
• Open Timber Portal,Système Normalisé d’Observation
Indépendante Externe (SNOIE) (Cameroon, CAR, DRC)
• Timber Legality Transparency Portal (Ghana)
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Key lessons from IFM development work
Strengthen partnership between forest administrations and civil society
Ensure sustainability and long-term impact of independent observation on
forest policy
Make external independent observation an important tool for decisionmaking in forestry by:
• Mobilizing sustainable funding at scale
• Promoting capacity building
• Engaging civil society for the development of a standardized approach
• Making IFM an essential tool in due diligence within European Union
Timber Regulation (EUTR)
• Developing innovative tools
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Key challenges for frontline organisations: CIDT’s role
Organisational development support to IFM NGOs
and networks/communities of practice, nationally
and regionally.
Strengthening networks/platforms at different levels
for different purposes:
• Extending the reach of IFM: RENOI (DRC)
• Turning evidence into effective advocacy: PGDF
(RoC), GDRNE (CAR), GMTMD (Gabon)
• Facilitating lesson-learning, knowledge exchange
and harmonisation of IFM approaches: PAOI
(Regional Network)
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Key challenges for frontline organisations and our role

The biggest challenge….
Financial insecurity and its pervasive
impact on organisational
development and the sustainability
of IFM in the region.

SARAH THOMAS

The role of IFM, indigenous peoples’ rights and transparency
L’OI a contribué à l’application de la législation forestière :
• Entre 2014 et 2015, les recommandations de l’OIM ont permis au
trésor public de recouvrer des gains supplémentaires liés au nonrespect de la législation par les sociétés forestières, à hauteur de
2 127 583 476 FCFA (3 243 480 Euros)
• L’analyse de CAGDF a démontrer qu’en 2018 l’État était passé à
côté de USD 12 943 296 en taxes non-collectées, c’est-à-dire 50
pour cent de ce qui lui revenait. Quant aux amendes, USD 1 795
844 avait été versés à l’État, un maigre 21 pour cent de la somme
qui aurait due.
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The role of IFM, indigenous peoples’ rights and transparency
L’OI a contribué à la protection des droits :
• L’OI communautaire a permis aux CLPA des villages de BOUNDEL et de DIA dans
l’UFA Djua-Ike de la société forestière chinoise SEFYD dans la Sangha de dénoncer
l’abattage illégal du bois à l’intérieur de la série de développement communautaire
(SDC) réservée aux communautés
• Actuellement avec le STR et le SNOIE Congo, les communautés de l’UFA Tala Tala
de la société forestière SIFCO et de l’UFA Djua-Ike de la société forestière chinoise
SEFYD dans la Sangha ont envoyé 10 alertes grâce à la technologie ForestLink sur
les illégalités forestières et une mission de vérification est actuellement sur le
terrain

L’OI a contribué à la transparence :
• L’OI a sonné l’alerte contre les pratiques non conformes de la société malaysienne «
Atama Plantation », ce qui a donné lieu à une visite d’inspection de la zone dite
d’exploitation de 5000 ha de palmier à huile, mais qui s’est avéré qu’elle enfreignait
les termes du contrat de licence agro-industrie pour faire de l’exploitation du bois
non autorisé. Le projet avait été suspendu en 2017
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IFM in Cameroon • Achievements and Challenges
• Increased knowledge and skills on IFM by CSOs and Communities,
• Mass involvement of forest communities, including women through forest
surveillance and denunciations,
• Contributed to the application of forestry regulations with informed
decisions made: suspensions, seizure of equipment and logs,……..
• Challenges accessing official information and data,
• Insufficient recognition of the IFM in forestry code,
• Low involvement of other sectors in forest management,
• Reactiveness by MINFOF administration,
• Insufficient resources both at administration and CSOs,………..
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Civil society monitoring, the private sector companies and fighting illegality
Experiences from the last decade
• Administrations often do not mandate independent observation, so
missions are not joint and prevent the sharing of data/information
• The call for voluntary independent observation is followed by many
but often the results are not objective, clear or proven....
• Websites with Legality portals are multiple creating opportunities for
NGOs to inform messages on findings but here too a verification
system had be set up
• The exercise of due diligence to be carried out by European
importers as provided for by the European Union Timber Regulation
is the basis of many controls but the role of the independent
observer is not clear
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Key lessons from Chatham House on forest illegality and transparency
• The need for IFM remains of critical importance
• Law enforcement is weak and illegal practices widespread
• The sector remains opaque with respect to decision-making and data

• Key contributions of IFM

• Increasing the capacity of government enforcement agencies
• Holding governments to account: implementation of the law;
transparency commitments
• Informing reform processes

• Lessons

• National strategies for IFM should be developed
• IFM is most effective as part of a network of reform efforts
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Working together to fight forest illegality, deforestation and degradation
EFI’s FLEGT and REDD Facilities have been strongly involved in providing technical
assistance to Central and West Africa countries to fight forest illegality, deforestation
and forest degradation, what are the benefits of civil society working together with
private sector and government in addressing these issues?
• FLEGT and REDD+ permitted multi-stakeholders dialogue facilitation and
engagement of all actors (CS, private and government) to get a common
understanding and consensus on the forest illegality and find sustainable pathways
and solutions to the issue (e.g., VPA countries came up with commonly agreed
definition on forest legality).
• Increased sensibilisation and awareness amongst the public and local communities
on forest illegality
• Important and sustainable fallouts and benefits for local communities in terms of
forest rights, access to resources, forest tax income sharing, social clauses etc.
• Other crosscutting issues such as gender and social inclusion of vulnerable groups
in forest governance came to light and have been discussed;
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Working together to fight forest illegality, deforestation and degradation
• Improved working relationships and collaboration between IFM
organisations and the government – less conflicts.
• Increased cases of forest illegalities brought to light – verification
missions organised by the government and fines and sentences
issued to logging companies and forest government officials.
• Demand for accountability by IFM organisations (mandated and nonmandated IFM) and local communities to government and the private
sector
• Improved transparency in some government processes (IFM
organisations have taken part in concessions allocation committees)
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Working together to fight forest illegality, deforestation and degradation
• Increased availability of information on IFM (reports from IFM
organisations)
• Innovative tools and technologies used for IFM (Open timber portal,
Forest Link etc.)
• Strengthened capacities of IFM CSO and government officials with a good
reputation, credibility and professionalism (moving toward the
standardisation of IFM)
• IFM is a strong deterrent to forest illegalities associated with the naming
and shaming approach.
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Priorities for strengthening the effectiveness of IFM communities of practice
• Embed and extending IFM skills beyond the current
trailblazer organisations.
• Strengthen internal dynamics and coordination of civil
society networks to ensure that credible IFM evidence
forms the basis of effective advocacy/influencing, leading
to meaningful change.
• Securing the financial sustainability of IFM organisations
and networks as providers of a global public service, rather
than implementers of a series of short-term, externally
funded projects.
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What must IFM do to improve institutional reform on forest, rights and climate?
• Manque de financements durables. D’où il est nécessaire de
renforcer la coordination institutionnelle entre OSC qui interviennent
dans l’OI pour attirer plus de fonds durables permettant de maintenir
la présence et l’impact sur le terrain
• Continuer à développer l’expertise de la société civile en matière
d’Observation indépendante (OI) : partage d’expérience,
formations…
• L’OI menée dans le cadre du projet PASGOF SNOIE Congo aide a
renforcer le plaidoyer pour le changement des politiques et
legislations pour une gestion plus transparente des forets et la lute
contre les changements climatiques
• OI donne la voix aux communautés qui sont les garants de la
protection des forets
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Tackling transparency, forest conversion and contributing to NDCs
• Intensive community involvement
• Supply chain investigation and whistle blowing
• Use of ICTs as well as enhancing forest data management
• Slowing the rate of deforestation and land conversion
• Developing inclusive community land use plans
• By contributing to forest conservation, reducing the rate of forest
destruction, IFM contributes to the achievement of the challenges
attached to the UNCCD through avoided deforestation which will
facilitate carbon storage
• For transparency issues: access to information to the different actors in
the forest sector through channels that are convenient to all.
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What changes, tools and actions are required for IFM?
• A clear national level vision and strategy
• Roles, conflicts of interest, coordination, credibility
• Refining why we are collecting information

• From observation to investigation – ‘change or be changed’, embrace the
use of new tools and equipment
• Publish and make reports more accessible

• Beyond forests to other sectors – synergies with wildlife, biodiversity etc
• Legislative reforms to provide legal recognition of IFM
• Improving quality
• SNOIE is a step in the right direction
• Organisational, national, regional linkages
• Specific, Law-based, Evidence-based, Severe

• National and regional coordination – link with advocacy, judiciary,
legislators
• Sustainable funding
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How can the relationship between civil society and private sector be strengthened?
Priorities for the future:
• Better collaboration among stakeholders (independent
observer, private sector, forest administration)
• Inform and sensitize all stakeholders on the activities of
independent forest observation to help and strengthen the
capacities
• Establish criteria for the recruitment of independent
observers to make independent observation a truly
professional and integrated tool in order to avoid
slanderous whistleblowers
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How can IFM contribute further to FLEGT, REDD+ and other CAFI goals?
• EFI has had a facilitation role so far and is available to
continue playing this function by accompanying and
reflecting with CSO on their engagement in FLEGT, REDD,
CAFI programming and potential upcoming forest
partnerships.
• EFI can provide trusted transparency information in light of
international regulations including deforestation-free
commodity regulations, supply chains etc (Transparency
Pathway, Trase etc.).
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What are the priorities for research?

Analysis of IFM as a tool to strengthen
transparency & accountability: the effectiveness
of different models, approaches & methods
IFM as a source of data: to feed into research
into the impact of broader reform efforts
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Where should donors and partners focus support
• Ensure support for a standard, coherent and harmonized
approach of IFM
• Promote technologies for real-time monitoring of
deforestation as key tools for IFM and decision makers
• Support governments in taking more dissuasive
sanctions in response to the various results of the IFM
conducted
• Promote channels for sharing IFM outputs as well as
support for monitoring supply chains for wood and other
commodities that can cause a strong impact of
deforestation.
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Thank you for taking part!

